
Create Financial Breathing Room
The 7 Essential Principles To Begin A New Financial Future 

Principle 1 :: Define
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Principle 1 :: Define

So often we have a vague notion – a yearning – for more, but 
we can’t quite articulate it.

Sometimes that comes from the overwhelmingly long list of 
what we feel we want and need. We may resist defining it, be-
cause to actually Define it would only add to a sense of help-
lessness. Yet defining it provides a frame that isolates some-
thing specific from the chaos surrounding it.  Our brains crave 
order as a way to feel balanced. Defining our goal can provide 
relief. We can look at it with new eyes and see it for what it is. 
We have to see, or envision, our destination as the first step in 
trusting that we will reach it.

So, what does “Financial Breathing Room” look like to you? What would 
be happening in your financial life to allow a deep exhale?

Sometimes it helps to think about what circumstances cause financial 
tension and what would have to be different for that tension to dissipate.
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Create Financial Breathing Room

Would you have plenty of money in your checking account at the end of the month? 

How much is plenty?

Would you be able to pay all your bills with ease?

Would you be able to fix the porch, or other neglected home repairs?

Would you be debt free?

Would you have money in your savings account that is increasing (not decreasing)?

Would you be able to say yes to your child about a request without worrying about its 

effect on your checking account?

Would you have less tension during money conversations with your partner? 

Would you be able to travel?

Would you buy yourself the clothing you need?

Would you go grocery shopping without concern of going ‘over budget’?

Would you go out for dinner with friends and not worry about the bill?

Would you look at your retirement accounts and feel secure?

What else??

Sometimes prompts help, so I have put some below, but I 
encourage you to use your own language so that the ones you 
choose are true to you.
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1.

2.

3.

Wonderful! That is all for now – we will pick up tomorrow with these three 
clearly Defined areas to focus on.

Enjoy the rest of your day or evening – we will resume tomorrow with the 
second step in this process,

 -Megan

Create Financial Breathing Room

Now review your list. Write down in clear sentences the 1-3 
key areas that would allow you to experience your own sense 
of financial breathing room… Write these in clear, present 
tense language: a specific goal that would provide the financial 
breathing room that you crave. (e.g.: I have a $1,000 buffer in my 
checking account). It is important to quantify an amount – 
even if it might not be correct. Best guesses or subjective 
numbers are just fine.


